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B president selected; resignations ensue
by Doug Harrison

McCarty said that originally, there
managing editor
were plans for a committee composed
ofUPB members, faculty and adminThe University Program Board's istrators to make the selection. But
first paid director was selected last . time did not permit for those plans .
week despite numerous resignations
"As time drew on and ran out, we
and a board member's ac'cusations of needed to select a director now,"
" administrative misconduct.
McCarty said. "Despite lots of adverBeth White was offered and ac- tising, it wasn't until three or four
cepted the position Thursday. Ac- weeks ago that we began to receive
cording to Don McCarty, student ser- applications. Unfortunately,'thecoInvices coordinator, he and Rick mittee process did not iend itself to
Blanton, director of University Cen- the time we had."
ter, made the selection.
One application that had been on

selected for the position, he resigned,
as did another member.
McCarty . said two other members, Lisa Lawry and Mark Harris,
had not "personally resigned," but he
expected them to do so soon. McCarty
said all were friends of 0' Keefe.
"I wasn't as interested in the
money as 1 was upset that the new
director would be paid for work that
I did," O ' Keefe said.
McCarty says he doesn't know
why O'Keefe resigned .
"Tom thought he was a shoe-in

file since the search began in the
spring was that of Torn O'Keefe,
UPB· acting director.
0' Keefe said that while the search
was being conducted, McCarty asked
him to begin coordinating the annual
EXPOlosion celebration in September.
"1 felt that if 1 was qualified
enough to plan the board's biggest
event of the semester that I was qualified enough to be director," O'Keefe
said.
O'Keefe said when he was not

for the position from the beginning,
but we were not going to select him
just because he was the only applicant," McCarty said.
McCarty said that after "a lot of
promoting and personal contacting,"
severi students applied for the position.
McCarty said he tried to keep the
board apprised of the progress of the
search. He said that in White's case,
there was "some confusion about
times" that denied the board an opportunity to meet with her person-

by

Scott Lamar

editor in chief
The UM-St. Louis Student Court
ruled to that the results from the SGA
election last spring will stand.
In a written statement, Chief Jus tice Steve Bartok cited student apathy as the root of the problems with
the election .
"If the students are so concerned
about the polls not closing," he said
in the statement, "they need to make
sure enough members of the student
body participate."
During the election, the polls were

closed prematurely. This kept evening agreed with the ruling.
students from voting. Furthermore,
"Overall. I'm in favor of the deciboth presidential candidates claimed sion," he said.
Jason Warren was unavailable for
that the other's campaign literature
was illegally placed near the polling comment.
At a hearing earlier this summer,
areas. Jason Warren was prohibited
from campaigning after several stu- the court listened to testimony from
dents illegally carried his flyers into both Fritchey and Warren.
the polling area.
During the hearing, Warren said
None of these issues were ad- he felt the election was run unfairly.
dressed directly in Bartok's written . He said that Fritchey, former SGA
statement. Nor would Bartok elabo- president Beth Titlow, and Election
rate on anything beyond what was Chairman Rene Cuevas changed the
rules to ensure Fritchey ' s victory . He
written in the statement.
Bob Fritchey. who assumed the challenged Fritchey to run against
SGA presidency in July, said he him again in another election .

Optometry Dean quits unexpectedly
by Doug Harrison
managing editor

photo: Lisa Lawry

Sophomore Jeanne Licari helps jUhior Elizabeth
Christman haul her television into Honor's Hall.

Loshin hired in January

David Loshin. newly appointed lllutingfromHouston (where his famDean of the School of Optometry, ily resides)," Loshin said. Loshin said
has resigned, and accepted the posi- that resignation from his duties here
tion of dean of the College of Optom- and acc eptance of the position in
etry at NOVA Southeastern Univer- Florida ...\'ould allow him to relocate
andreunitehis family with more ease.
sity in Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Prior to his arrival here, Loshin
Loshin, who carne to UM-St.
Loms in January of this year, re- was Assistant Dean of the College of
Optometry at the University ofHoussigned Aug. 16.
In a memo to the campus commu- . ton.
His departure w ill not allow him
nity of the same day, Chancellor
Blanche Touhill said that Loshin's to fulfill the "long term goals" he
"relocation to Florida apparently al- spoke of during an interview with
lows [him) to fulfill many family The Currellt in January. But in a
. obligations that were not possible in memo, the Chancellorthanked Loshin
for his "enhanceme.nt of the schoo I' s
St. Louis."
"Since January, I have been com- operation . .. in a very short period."

in1a'n cial aid publishes
un'd ing catalog for students

Louis is publishing a com. ve catalog of financial aid

see President, page 4

Student Court upholds spring election,
SGA to seek coun'sel on future elections

Olympic TV Relay?

For those students who have had
finding scholarship and fi-

ally.
So McCarty said he distrilmted
copies of her resume to board members. According to McCarty, the board
approved her upon the basis of the
resume' and his comments about her.
"They [the board members) were
not as concerned with who [was selected) as long as they are able to
continue their programs," McCarty
said.
According to McCarty, the board
was interested in working with some-

Aid Tony Georges, the office assembled a scholarship review committee to find all the forms of funding
that were available through UM-St.
Louis.
"The Bulletin last year was only
about a page and a halflong," Georges
said.
Now up to about 40 pages , the
new catalog will strive to reducesome
of the searching students at UM-St.
Louis must do to find help in paying

Although Bartok did not address
the specific incidents of the spring
election, he issued several orders regarding future elections. He said SGA
officials should:
• look into purchasing locked
voting boxes, voting booths and antifraud devices.
• submit future election rules to
the SGA assembly for approval.
• establish a task force to identify
the causes of lack of student participation.

see SGA, p age 3
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for school.
The catalog is still under construction by the University PrintShop.
It should be ready for distribution by
mid-September and will also have a
space on the University Web page.
Georges said considerable effort
to bring more information to students
was made.
"It was the right thing to do," he
said. W,e feel good about it."

ew catalog system to make
library searches easier
by Fonda Thomas
of The Current staff
A new network connecting all
libraries in theUM system may make
library research alittle. easier, a reference librarian from Thomas Jefferson
Library said.
. This new state-o f-the-art catalog.
called MERLIN (Missouri Education
and .Research Libraries Information
Network), is accessible to all UM
campuses from the main menu of the.
library catalog.
"Merlin has replaced the previous cataTog LUMIN; which was on
, u, ntt'w",-p that was developed fifteen
years ago," said Sandra Snell, head of
reference serv ice;s at Thomas
~ Jefferson Library.

•

The new system which. has replaced the older technology of the
main frame consist of two main components, the Library Catalog and Periodicals.
The new catalog allows more flexibility with browsing and searching
than LUMIN, Snell said. And under
periodicals, some full documents are
given, but no graphics or pictures are
included.
"Four new features have been
added," Snell said: "The ability to
search for key words in tables of
contents, which is a huge development. "
By bmiting search results by language and by the year of pu blication,
users are able to view check-in records
to see what recent issues of periodi-

cals have been recei ved and when the
next issue i~ expected.
MERLIN, instituted at UM-St.
Louis on May 28, can be accessed
from any workstation in the libraries,
in the student computer labs and via
a modern from home or office with an
active UM-SLLouis computer account. (Accounts are available
through the Office of Computing and
Networking)
"We have tried to make this as
simple as possible by providing a
disk in the library for users ," Snell
said.
The library has a series of World
Wide Web pages with full-text re-

see MERLIN, page 3

photo: Shelley Satke

Sigma Pi member Chad Powell greets a UM-St. Louis newcomer in J.C. Penney during
student orientation last week. About 450 students and 20 organizations participated.
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UMSL 101:

V MSL

Everything you will ever need to know
by Scott Lamar
editor in chief

Earning a diploma is easy. Anyone
can do it. B asicall y, all you have to do
is go to class and take the tests.
However, getting a legitimate college education is difficult.
Too many students race through
college with their head down
and arms pumping to get their degree as fast as they can. This is especially true at UM-St. Louis.
Students should avoid tunnel vision. The best way to go is to take
classes that you think
you'd enjoy. Look
through the course bulletin and find classes that
sound interesting. Don't
commit to a major right
away. Now is the time
to experiment, not when
you're already in the job
market.
An.other thing that
every student should do is take the
Myers-Briggs personality inventory.
Yes, I know that tests such as these
were given to students in high school.
In fact, the results of mine suggested I
should go into farming.
However, the Myers-Briggs is different in that it doesn't suggest what
field of study to go into, it simply tells
what kind of person you are. For example, some people are driven internally rather than externally.lfthis was
the case, you would be happier working by yourself than in sales.
Actually, the test more or less teIls
you what you already suspect is true.
However, the results may be surprising
and provide a hint that you're in the
wrong racket.
Remember, it's better to spend a
year or two finding out what subjects
interest you than it is to spend a year or
two in a subject that you hate.
Case in point, I came to UM-St.
Louis and immediately declared chemistry as my major. I figured that a
science degree would be much more
glamorous than a communication degree. But in my junior year, dazed and
:onfused. I gave ~p d~pole moments

for deadlines. And, perhaps, a smaller
paycheck in exchange for my sanity.
In any case, avoiding the tunnel
vision trap is just one thing students
should consider. There are still the issues oflong waits and the monotonous
routine of going to class and going
horne. College isn't going to be a theme
park. Butwith some extra information,
it can be more easily enjoyed. So here
are 4 rules to live by to insure a happier,
healthier college career.
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• A reference librarian is the only
person you can depend on for reliable
information during your
four, five or six year stay.
Check into it.
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• Finding a good park-

ing spot for a I 0 a.m. class
is hopeless. Bite the bullet, wear comfortable
shoes and start walking.
• Watch your speed when you exit
onto Natural Bridge or Florissant Road.
The local police will go after you like
sharks after churn.
• You are better off bringing food to
school. The fast food options in the
Underground and up and down Natural
Bridge leave something to be desired.
Service at the establishments along
Natural Bridge is slow and the food is
unhealthy.
Make an effolt to get in the know.
Instead of going home right away, students should take time out to explore
the campus. Look at what's on the
bulletin boards. Many good speakers
corne to campus that too many people
miss. Unfortunately, many of the guest
speakers are scheduled to- talk while
students
have
class.
So if something looks interesting, weigh
the option of skipping class. Listening
to a guest speaker may be more benetlcial than listening to a sleepy lecture.
College goes by fast. If anything,
don't bury your head too deep into your
books. Keep both your eyes and your
mind open to different ideas.
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Hitting the Links:
Stud'ents pay the price for the politics of partnerships
by Doug Harrison
managing editor
As hard as I try, Ij ustcan' t getas
excited about the six new endowed
professorships, or "links with tl:le
community," as the rest of the campus, and indeed, the rest of St. Louis,
I guess I should be excited, or at
I east remotely intrigued, that the University is now "linked" to the Art
Museum and the Symphony and the
Opera Theatre and the Zoo and on
and on.
But I'm not.
Admittedly I'm a realist, or a
skeptic in others' minds. And where
an optimist or a politi cian might see
these professorships enriching the
cultural integrity of the communi ty
and enhancing the social awareness
ofthe citizenry, I see an agenda-all
agenda that the Chancellor describes
as a willingness to "partner with
almost any organization."
But it's an age nda I would call
selling off the Uni versi ty to the highest bidder, and Des Lee has submi tted the hi ghest bid.
And while the University is no
doubt planning now to endow yet

another professorship in Molecular the Underground isn't either. In fact,
Nuero-Dialysis or Norwegian Bird . last year only 32 of our 12,223 stuWatchin g, I sit in my classes wonder- dents were music majors.
ing: W hat' s in it for me?
In fairness to- the Chancellor, she
I know how selfish and
conducts
the
egocentric that sounds, but
University's business
in all honesty, college is a
with the utmost sinlot of hard work for me.
cerity and integrity.
Two j obs, family, church,
No doubt she believes
friends not to mention fifthat· "linking" or
teen hours of classes and
"partnering" or "con•more bills than I care to
necting" with local
re call. So you'll forgi ve
and national corporame if I 'm not morc comtions and cultural inm unally minded right now.
stitutions will bolster
If I wen~ an art major, I could the University's image. And for that
rejoice for now I am a "partner" with she is to be commended.
the Art Museum. But I'm not an art
Unfortunately, a good public immajor and apparently neither are too age is not to be purchased by the
many other students; last year 311000 University or its partners and their
percent of enrolled graduate, under- philanthropic millions. Politicians try
graduate and prafe.s iona! stu de nt~ to buy their way into public office
were declared art maj ors. To be exact: every year to the point that our politi42 among 12,223 .
cal process is nearly unrecognizable
If I were a music major, I would from that system envisioned at our
have two-fold reason to rejoice for nation' s inception . •
then I would be a "partner" with not
So, too, do these partnerships fosonly the Saint Louis Sympho ny but ter the notion that the administration
also the Opera Theatre. But I'm not a is more interested in immediate recmusic major. And chances are, the ognition and renown for the Univerperson sitting next to you in class or in sity than it is in genuinely educating

KWMU "soothed the
savage beast"
It has recently corne to my attention that radio station KWMU-FM
on the campus of UM-St. Louis is
changing its morning format.
While I realize that the radio
stati on is making these pro gr~ng
changes (dropping classical music
in favor of more talk-radio, news
radio, and entertainment-radio) to
improve ratings, I also will miss the
classical music programming.
As a clinical psychotherapist, I
have utilized KWMU-FM in my office. The steady flow of classical
music has been excellent background
during mornings filled with never
ending paperwork, therapy sessions,
and other stress producing activities.

My individual clients at first balked
at the classical music coming from my
office. They were used to the likes of
rap, pop and rock music. However, I
noticed that after awhile, these same
clients seemed to get used to the
"soothing" music and it seemed that
this morning activity became something that many of us looked forward
to.
In any event, I want to thank
KWMU-FM for introducing many of
us to fine music. To say that this type
of music "soothed the savage beast" is
an understatement.
Loren Richard Klahs
Clinical Psychotherapist

SPEAK UP. SPEAK OUT.
Have we s~epped on your toes? ·
Okay.
Lij{e what you read?
c·

Good.
Let us know. Your opinion
First, log on to eMS on the University's computer network. This can be accessed through the
Internet.
Next, mail to listserv@umslvma.umsl,edu. In the
body of your note, type sub current and then your
full name.
After you have subscribed, to send mail to the
bulletin board, mail to current@umslvma.umsl.edu.

matters. And, bey! You'll
get your name on page 2.
Please submit all letters to
the editor by the end Qf

Wednesday.

--~~------!..-.:.:.....:;.....:---,.;..---..,;;,;---....;;..;-:..:..:.~- "- -- -----
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its students. And while I'm· as eager
as the next guy for the University to
receive the national recognition that
say, Washington University has, we
must remember that Washington U niversity made a name for itself the old
fashioned way: they earned it.
Similarly, we-students, administration and faculty alike-must earn our
deserved respect and placein St. Louis
over time, not overnight .
When our graduates are retired
United States senators and 78-yearold philanthropists , then we will have
that hard-earned dignity and welldeserved national renown. Most important, we will have tangible evidence that we educate our students
rather than the vague promises of
potential partnerships.
Until that time, let us not resign
ourselves to an abysmal despair or
wallow in the throes of self-pit)l
Rather, let us take pride in haying
received an education from a University that was beholden not to its corporate connections and ctiltural
ners, but to the truest partners
University can have: its students.

The Current welcomes letters to the
editor. Letters should be brief. They
may be edited for length and clarity.
Letters must be signed in most cases
and accompanied with a contact
number. All letters will be verified before
they are published. E-Mail us at our
Web site or fax us at (314) 516-6811.
Letters can be mailed ~o or dropped of
at:

The Current
7940 Natural Bridge Road
St. Louis, Mo. 631? 1

Ask not what The Current can
do for you.
Ask what you can do for The
Current.
.The Current seeks ambitious, literate students capable of meeting
a deadline and interested in gaining experience in a lucrative,
small business. Drop off a resume
at The Current house or call us at
516-5174. Ask for Scott or Doug.
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Where do UM-St. Louis students fit in with the partnerships?
by Kim Hudson
news editor

Interim dean selected for the Honors College.
Dr. James F. Doyle, Professor of Philosophy took
his seat as interim dean of
the Pierre Laclede Honors
C€lUege on August 1,1996.
He will serve as dean until
an appointment can be
made.
•

I

Kelly begins audit of
the Optometry Board.
MissouriStateAuditor Margaret Kelly has begun an
audit of the Board of Optometry. Her office is askGeorge Russell
ing for information relevant
to the audit. State law requires the state auditor to audit all state agencies, boards,
and commissions.
UM system news. George Russell will retire a the
University of Missouri system president, effective Aug.
31. Russell; who has been president since 1991, had a
contract that was to expire June 30, 1997. The UM Board
of Curators appointed Melvin George to serve as president in the interim. This will be George's second term as
the University's president.
More UM system news. Richard Wallace has been
named the interim chancellor at the University of Missouri-Columbia. Wallace, 60, succeeds Charles Kielser,
who was terminated by the Board of Curators July 18.
Wallace has been a member of the UM faculty since 1966.
KWMU news director elected to public radio news
director board. Lester Graham, News Director at KWMU
90.7, has been eleGted to a one year ' erm on the Public
Radio News Directors, Inc.(pRNDI) board. As a PRNDI
board member, Graham will work to improve relationships betwee~public radio journalists and programmers,
help train other public radio broadcasters, and help plan
the organization' s annual conference.

. ,1'

It is unclear to many students
how the six new endowed professorships will benefit them as members
ofthe University community.
According to Chancellor Blanche
Touhill, each professorship has individuatbenefits to students .
"Most important, the new faculty
members will be attracting our studlents," Touhill said. "Students will
learn to research and perform services in the community through internships and as research assistants."
Philanthropist E. Desmond Lee
and William R. Orthwein Jf. have

~

Although the format switch from
classical to talk received mixed reactions in the local media, aspokesperson for KWMU said the public's reaction has been extremely favorable.
Jill Wagonblast, marketing manager for the radio station, said the
response to the move "has been over-

whelmingly positive."
Wagonblast said the switch was
instituted largely because of the
public ' s support of KWMU's addition of more talk programming.
"Talk radio is what listeners said
they want and will support," she said.
She said that support has come in

Bartok also ordered Fritchey is to
seek the help of an expert on all
student elections this year.
Paul DeGregorio, director of outreach development at UM-St. Louis,
has worked with emerging democracies allover the world as they conduct elections. DeGregorio has acted
as an advisor to election commissions in Russia, Romania, Albania,
Cambodia and Macedonia.
He said he is willing to offer election advice to student government
leaders at UM-St. Louis.
"For the last few years, [SGA
elections] have been embarrassing,"
he said. "I'll play any role they want
me to play."
DeGregorio likened one of the
problems of the student government

these cultural institutions," Touhill ..
said.
E. Desmond Lee had help from ;j
friend, William R. Orthwein Jr. to ~
link the University with the Mi ssouri '.
Botanical Garden, Missouri Histori- ..;
ca~ Society, Opera Theatre of St.
Louis, Saint Louis Art Museum, St.
Louis Science Center, Saint Louis . ~
Symphony and SaintLoui s Zoo. Lee h
also credits Chancellor Touhill for
her role in his "Coll aborative Vi- · ~~
sion". "I would also like to acknowledge the outstanding 'and visionary "
leadership of Blanche Touhill," Lee
said. "Without her guidance, these .~~
regional partnerships could never '
have been accomplished."
..
~

,.

UFor the last few years, [SGA elections]
have been embarrassing. I'll play any
role they want me to play."
·Paul DeGregorio
elections to that of Third Worlddifferent people run the election every year. And these people are unfamiliar with the hiles.
However, DeGregorio said getting students to work at the polls was
the biggest problem.
"Too many people fall through on
their commitments," he said. "If
people aren't given a chance to cast a

ballot, the whole election
process is undermined. "
D eGregorio said he
would like the UM-St. Louis
Staff Association to help out
at the student elections.
"We need people who
can sit and work with the
students to make sure the
polls stay open," he said

Paul DeGregorio

.,
•1

".
MERLIN, from page 1
sources accessible containing library
hours and instructions on how to access the catalog and more resources.
The address for the libraries'
home page is http!!www·.umsl.edul
-libweb/.
Electronic database are available
on a first come-first served basis, but
can be reserved up to a week in advance .
The reference librarians can pro-

the form of phone calls and letters.
However, many people wrote in to
theSt. Louis Post-Dispatch opposing
the station's move away from classical music. They said they regretting
having to get their classical music
elsewhere.
-Scott Lamar

FREE SODA!
Visit UPS
on campus

Mon. or
Tues.
August
Wortdwi"
Olympic Sponsor

The University already has collaborations set up with many of the
institutions involved in the program .
For instance, the E. Desmond Lee
and Family Fund Professor in Music
Education will complement programs
initiated by the Whitaker Music Collaborative fo~ed earlier this year.
With the help of the Whitaker Foundation, the Saint Louis Symphony
Community Music School and UMSt. Louis deliver music education
programs to area schooois.
"Education majors will have the
opportunity to work with teachers
and students in public school classrooms as they develop ways to
heighten children's awareness of

SGA, from page 1

KWMU reports favorable
response to·format switch
"

linked the University with various
cultural and science institutions
around the St. Louis area ..
The provisions as outlined by
Chancellor Touhill vary from one
professo[?hip to the next. While all
will attract new and distinguished
faculty to the University, one will
create new graduate student positions.
The E. Desmond Lee and Family
Fund Professor in Botanical Sciences
will hire an individual as a faculty
member in the Biology department at
UM-St. Louis and conduct research
and educational activities at the Missouri Botanical Gardens. The agre,ement for this program also includes
support for two graduate positions .

26&27.

To apply for part-time
work, see a UPS
representative in the
- Student Center.
EOE M/F

vide information about M ERLIN.
Furthermore, Th e Libraries details
what the new sy stem has to offer wi th
its on-line indexes, abstracts, and fuUtex t databases .
MERLIN was developed by Innovati ve Interfaces, Inc. of Berkeley,
California. It is used in libraries
throughout the world.

Thee ··rrent
Do you know what's missing?

u
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lowe "Sandy" Maclean to step down as head of Student Affai rs
by Scott lamar

editor in chief
After 15 years as vice-chancellor
of Student Affairs, Lowe "Sandy"
MacLean is stepping down to teach in
the School of Education.
MacLean has been in higher edu. cation administration for 36 years.
After his successor is appointed,
MacLean , 62, will teach and do research until he retires in thre e years .
Although he is looking forward to
the change, MacLean said returning
to the classroom will be a tough adjustment. In addition to teaching nine
hours, MacLean will be expected to
publish three or four academic articles per year. As vice-chancellor, he
said he published only one article per
year and taught student affairs administration about a half-dozen times.
"I'll have to go back and do a lot
of reading ," MacLean said. "I also
plan to visi t other colleges and universities across the Midwest and refine my ideas."
As vice-chancellor, MacLean said
he is proud of how visible he made
himself to students .
"By going to students' organizational meetings ," he said, "I think I
have a better information source than
other vice-chancellors who choose to
spend more time in their office. And

I think students come to me more
readily than to other vice-chancellors."
MacLean also has played a role
in the renovation of the Mark Twain
Building and worked to make the
new University Center project areal ity.
MacLean , who came to lJM-St.
Louis from Eastern Michigan University, said getting accustomed to
an urban campus was diffic ult.
"Here, after 5 p.m., things stop. I
was used to al ot more activity," he
said . "So I had a hard tiine setting up
corrununications with students, which
is why I began going to so many
meetings. "
Despite the rewards, MacLean
said that pitfalls came with the job .
He said that students approached
him with a host of complaints ranging from parking tickets to more serious problems such as sexual harassment.
Another downfall was the stress
of having to find enough resources to
keep everyone happy, MacLean said.
"You pay a price when yo u live
in a low tax state," he said . "We've
gone through three or four reallocations. We've have had to freeze salaries and lay people off."
In addition to more money,
MacLean said he would have liked to

see more of a social atmosphere on
campus. But said the onset of more
campus housing has improved matters.
"Housing is important," he said.

"The Honors College is a great example of the complement of living
and learning."
Furthermore, MacLean' said he
wishes he had done a better job of

McCarty said he and others in the
Student Activities office made a proposal to the board that the directorship become a paid position .
"With that approval, we began
looking for someone who would create a more symbiotic relationship
between the board and Student Activities as well as serve the needs of
the entire campus," McCarty said.
"We loo ked for a candidate who was
organized, skillen in recruiting and
familiar with marketing."
O'Keefe said that McCarty and
Blanton's selection unfairly denied
the board an opportunity to voice

their opinions about the candidates.
"We [the board] never spoke to
the candidates. McCarty came up to
me one day and said 'We're selecting
a new director, and you 're not it, ".
O'Keefe said .
Jarnila Owens, UPB member and
sophomore Chemistry and French
major, was unaware that White had
officially been named the director.
"They 've chosen her already?"
Owens said.
Although Owens said she "knew
quite a bit about" White from her
resume' and McCarty 's comments,
Owens did express some concern

about White's compatability with the
board.
"I felt that the position should
have been offered to a past president
or current board member who was
more famaliar with the UPB operating procedures and how we work,"
Owens said.
Owens said she thought "the position was redundant" and that the
board coulp accomplishjust as much
without a paid director.
White , who was unavailable for
comment at press time, will assume ·
herresponsibilities immediately and
receive $2000 a semester.

"There are things I
wan.t to teach, things
I want to see.
I'm ready ;'or a ..
change."
-Lowe "Sandy~
MacLean, vicechancel/orot Student
Affais

photo: Shelley Satke
Lowe "Sandy" Maclean arrived at UM-St. Louis in 1981 and has served at vice-chancellor
of Student Affairs ever since. However, Maclean soon will be teaching in the School of
Education.

letting the University community
know how good of ajob the people in
the Student Affairs divi sion (health
services, adlletics, the bookstore, etc.)

have been doing.
"I can't think of anyone in Student Affairs tbat's not pulling their
weight," he said.
MacLean said he is fortunate ,to
have the opportunity to go back to
teaching.
"About 90 percent of the chancellors and vice-chancellors I know
want to do what I'm going to do ,"
MacLean said. "Everyone would like
to spend their last few year:s teaching."
''There are things I wantto teach
things I want to see," he said. "I'm
ready for a change."
MacLean will remain in his position until the University selects someone, which he ex.pects won't be for
another six to nine months.

President, from page 1
one who would "revitalize" the organization.
Of the applications submitted for
the position, McCarty said that White
was the second choice. McCarty and
Blanton's first selection, whose name
McCarty withheld, declined the offer.
With the four resignations, eight
of the board's fifteen seats are empty.
"Over time, UPB has become
more and more autonomous, and there
has been a drastic reduction in the
quality and quantity of program; ming," McCarty said.
In an attempt to correct this trend,

tndent Government

The Current marks1ts'30th
year of bringing c..ampus
news to UM-St. Louis
In 1965, in an effort to sever
ties with the University of Missouri-Columbia, UM-St. Louis
sponsored a contest tp name
the school mascot.
Bill Burns, a cartoonist for
the school's newspaper, The
Mizzou News, won with the
name "Riverman."

. Shortly thereafter, thenewspaper followed suit.
The staff agreed to change
the name to The Current, which
they felt went along we,ll with
the school's new moniker.
The rest is history.
-,-Scott Lamar

ssociation

,

Open to all !
Wednesday September 4th
3:00 pm in.J.C. Penney 222
Assembly and New Student

Tuesday- Wednesday
September 10-1 1 across ~ ampus

for
Assembly Reps
Student Court
Student Activities, Budget Committee
Election Committee
Administrative Secretary
Discrimination Grievance Committee
Disciplinary Committee
and Many More.

VOTE!
Call

S Q A at 516-5130 or stop by

262Un iversit Center for information and a--
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Move O~er loop!

H~adSouth

to Grand

by Jill Barrett
of The Current staff
by Michael J. Urness
entertainment editor
Greetings, and welcome to
(or back to) the machi~e. My
name is Mike, but I've developed and grown fond of the
handle "Rat" formyself in recent
years. Found myself riding an
antique Harley back in about
1984, and all the guys I was riding
with were going by names like
Spider, Road, Torch, Skid and
the like.
During one of my more creative moments, I decided that
Ratsounded a lot better than Mike
for a guy on an old hog, so I
started telling people that my
friends called me Rat because I
worked ' on riverboats, and Rat
was just short for river rat. Most
people bought it, but few actually began to use it.
.
Riding bikes has kinda gone
.) by the wayside since my return
to school. Between school work,
social obligations and other hobbies, I just haven't had the time
to put into keeping the old bikes
in running order. Even though I
don't ride 'em, Ijust can't bring
myself to part with them.
I col~ect everything; coins,
stamps, antique tools, beer cans
and antique bikes. It IGnda get in
one's blood, collecting. Even
though I don't know how to use
them and probably will never
take the time to learn, I've got
enough antique tools to re-build
a third-world country. Pack rat
, would probably be a more accu-' ratedescription of my obsessions.
Found writing to be thera. peutic once I swore off drinking
and drugs, and fell into this journalism gig by accident. A professor at thejunior college suggested
I take a story written for his class
0\ er to the school paper and the
rest as they say, is rustory.
Dream of one day writing
• music revieWs for one of the local alternative/e.ntertainmentrags
or maybe even for Dirty Linen,
• the national rag that covers tbe
: folk, blues, acoustic and 'w orld
• beat music scenes. Was amazed
• by the willingness of the record
• companies to send free discs to
: be re\liewed (Don' t even think
~ about it! They make you send
: them actual pages out of the pa• per as proof that you are actually
• doing reviews.)
Have thought too about tak• ing over for the formerrestaurant
• critic who's restaurant reviews
used to appe·ar in the Post-Dispatch. As a result of these reviews, 1've been turned on to
some good places to eat and hav~
• managed to put on all the pounds
nece-ssarytoqualify as an experi, enced critic.
I am usually kind to small
animals but don' t have the least
bit of compassion or mercy for
telephone solicitors or those companies that sell my name, address and phone number to those
who would Use them to invade
my space.
Have only voted in three
presidential elections. Finally
managed to pick a winner this
Jast time out.
Don t believe for a rllinute
that Dole would cut taxes or be
able to pull ·off a voucher program for schools. Feel deep down
he's a rac.ist bastard who would
use the office to impose his
party's warped sense of morality
on (he rest of us.
Believe Wholeheartedly that
drugs should be legalized before
any more civillibe.rties be sacrificed in any war against them.
I And am much more trusting of
strangers than somebody of my
considerable life experience or
background should be.
OK. So now yOtI know all
about me. I'd like to know a little
more. about you. Come by The
Current office and we ' ll chat.
rve always got. a pot of coffee on, and I'll do my best to turn
you into one of my very own
personal enterrainment writers.
Good I uckthis-seme.srer;-ruid hangin there,
Rat

!fyou're looking for a place where
you can have a Vietnamese dinner.,
buy a Madonna doll, surf the Net and
iiscover a new local artist all on the
same evening, head down to South
Grand. The area just south of Tower
Grove Park is the ;l()me of a variety of
coffeehouses, rtstaurants (specializing in Southeast Asi'.n food) and shops
that cater to those seeking sometrung
different
For example, Whiz-Bam is a video
store that has hard-to-find movies such
as a collection of Ed Wood films and
unrated versions of movies like
"Henry and June."
"VYliz-Bamhaseverytrung 'John
Wa~ers'" said Alyssa Naumann, a
UM-St. Louis English major striving
to describe Whiz-Barn's appeal.
"They helped me find a movie I despaired of ever finding - 'The Adventures of Buckaroo Banzai' - and
for only $10."
Whiz-Bam is not the only place
that sells high camp. Several small
consignment shops sell everything
from books on the history of witchcraft to dolls of El vis and Madonna.
(Sorry, somebody alreq.dy boughtthe
orange ceramic Buddha.) TIle restaurants are also just as varied. Diners
can buy Vietnamese Or Thai cuisine
(try the rughiy-rated The King and I)
or a burger at the South City Diner.
The meals are reasonably priced and
fit right into a student's budget. To
cook your own Asian meal, buy the
ingredients atJay's International Food
Corporation ..
"The [South Grand] area is a truly
multicultural part of the city," says
Jenny Green, a recent UM-St.Louis
graduate. "There's great architecture
around, too. sale, but the $400,000
asking price You can just walk around
looking at the old houses.
Compton Heights, an area just
east of Grand A venue, is known for

its majestic old homes. Compton
Heights is a great walking tour for
. those interested in turn of the century architecture. (For those really
interested, several old homes are for
sale, but the $400,000 asking price
might be a bit out of most students'
price ranges.)
Coffee houses serve as informal
art ganeries and forums for local
artis'tsto ply their wares and talents.
The Gotruc Coffee House and the
Soho Cyberjunction exhibit changing art displays from new local artists. Thecoffeehouses sell more than
just coffee, tea and pastries; you can
buy a painting from young local
artist Shawn Telkamp, who has li
. show at The Gothic.
"We want to link art with computers," says Kristen Freemi,ln, wife
·of one of the owners of the Soho
Cyberjunction, St. Louis's first
Internet coffeehouse. "Art is such a
tangible thing, but computers and
art don't have to be such separate
things," Freeman continues .
In adilltion to an eveTchanging
art gallery, artists have a free spot on
the Web Page for as long as their
sh~w runs . This gives artists local
and national exposure. The Soho
Cyberjunction also plans to hold poetry readings, and the owners are
receptive to students who wish to
have an audience for their poetry or
art.
In addition to the 7 Internet computers, the Soho has eight gaming
computers. "Part of the appeal of of
our computers is that you can play
'Doom' against someone here or
with anyone in the nation," Freeman
says. Their workers can give brief
instruction for the Internet novice.
Whetheryou' re looking for spicy
food, good music, an obscure video
or an Internet chatroom, head for
South Grand. It offers variety for
those looking for something new.

Photo by Shelley Satke

Sights along South Grand
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Seeing the Blues in
Black and White
by Kara Wise
correspondent

Collection, feature approximately 50
prominent rhythm and blues artists
from across the United States including the legendary B.B. King, Koko
Taylor and the late Muddy Waters
and Howlin' Wolf
Also showcased are many artists
from SI. Louis .
"You can 't slight St. Louis when
it comes to blues," said Greensmith,

In the early 1960s, a handful of
British aficionados of American
rhythm and blues music often gathered atDobellsrecord shor in London. They came to pick through
records and chat about blues.
Among them was a young Bill
Greensrllith who, fascinated
by the soulful sounds coming
from across the ocean, bought
a camera and began rus jourslight
ney as a historian of this
LQuis when it comes to
unique American musical
form.
blues," Bill Greensmith
Thirty yeaTS later,
Greensm.ith's photographs of
blues artists have documented
the subjectin countless books
and magazines across Europe, J apan and the United States. Fans of who has made the city ru s home since
1"983.
American music and popular culThe exhibit features not only legture can see his works on display
bl uesmen such as Albert King,
endary
beginning this month at the ThoIke
Turner
and Little Milton, but also
mas Jefferson Library.
equally
talented
but lesser known art"Blues in Black and White,"
as
guitarist
Bennie Smith,
ists
such
sponsored by the University's
harmonica
player
Arthur
Williams
Western Historical Manuscript

"You can't

photo by: Bill Greensmith
Muddy Waters, renown blues musician, puts his soul into his
work.

S t.

Oliver Sain, among many others.
Also included is the living
patriarch of St. Louis Blues,
Henry Townsend, who has
played and recorded in every
decadc since the 1920s.
"loey helped to culti vate that
distinctive style known as St.
Louis Blues," Greensmith said.
Greensmith's said his years
of researching, interviewing and
photographing the city's wealth
of talented musicians have reinforced his belief that St. Louis'
im~nce in the world of
rhythm and blues is vastly underrated.
"Unlike Crucago or New
Orleans, there were never
any major recording labels
in St. Louis ," he said. "And
perhaps that has sometrung
todo with why the city never
. got the musical recognition
it deserves.
In addition to the city's
legendary
artists,
Greensmith recently added
vocalist Renee Srlli th to his photo
repertoire. He considers Srllith,
known as the "Queen of St. Louis
Soul," representative of the new
generation of rhythm and blues
artists.
Greensrriith ' s "Blues in
Black and White" will bean display until the end of October.

What was the wildest thing you
.
d':,1
thlS-" summer ~?
Ulby lisa Lawry'
of The Current staff

"I went to an 8 a. m. alge!bra class.lt sucked"

"I knocked Blues forward Joe MurphY
o ut.;'
-

-Ian Mackie
Junior • Ele111:entary Ed.

- Slzauna Pitzer
Sopho1n9re • Biology

:r-'I'~"';';;'-=--

'IOn the Fourth of JUIYf I shot a. bottle
rocket at som.body."

- Janika Barnett
Freshman • Fin.ance

"I got a ticket from. Creve Coeur for leaving
my keys in the Ignition."
~

Jason, Hessell
Sophomore • Criminology
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by Jill Barrett
of The Current staff

Students
at the
Martial
Arts
Center
fight,
punch and
kick their

way to
fitness

Fight your way to fitness with a
new trend in aerobics - cardia
kickboxing. These high-energy workouts combine kicking and punching
routines that provide muscle and cardiovascular conditioning. Boxrobics,
taught at Mark Twain by Lynda Davis.
began last year. This semester
B oxrob ic s is offered twi ce as often as
last semester, and the d efense fitness
tre.nd continues to grow . .
"We started test classes in midJuly , and we already have average of
tcn people per class," states Tim
Toeniskoetter, black belt instructor ·
at the Martial Arts Center. "It ha s a
great appeal to wome n, because it's
not a .contact sport."
Cardio-kickb o xing does allow
peo ple to get in shape and learn to
protect them selves without the risk of
injury. "A lot of the wo men in class
would never put on a karate uniform
and do all the yelling, boardbreaking
and sparring, " Toenisko etter relates.
"You don ' t wake up the lh~ :·:t morning
feelin g you got the you-know-what kicked out of
you."
Cardio-kickboxing appe als to thos e who ne ver
set foot inside a karate dojo, bu t spe nd a lo t of time
in an aer obic studio. Although Toenisko etter approac he the wo rkout from his bac kgro und as a
martial arts instructor, Davis is an aerobic instructor wh o teaches e verythi ng from bod y sc ulpting
and Po werdan ce to tradition al aero bic - classes on
the UM-St. Louis campus. Prev io u " ma rtial arts
ex perien ce is n o t nece s sary , part of cardia
kickb oxing' s app eal is that the class atmos p here is
much m ore re laxe d than tradi tiona l ma rtial arts.
"P eo ple don ' t l ik e t o feel in adequate , "
Toeni s ko Iter ·tates. "Put an a ll- wh ite uni fo rm on
a pers on, ha ve them bow to an instructo r - it t urn s
some peo ple off. This d ass is just s upposed to be
a fun worko u t - no se rious ritu als or uniform .. ..
The workout is su itab le fo r beg inner o r advance d exerci . ers and provides a change o f pace
fro m trad iti ona l aerobic s classes. I t is des igned
like a reg ul ar ae robics clas s, wi th a 10-m inute

LITMt\G

Photos: Lisa Lawry
"A lot of the women in class would never put on a karate
uniform and do ali the yelling, boardbreaking and sparring.
-Tim Toeniskoetter
warm-up, a 20-25-minute cardiovascular
section, 10-15 minutes of muscle-toning
and a c.o oldown. For the aerobics fanatic,
though, ca~dio-kickboxing packS a greater
workout punch, so to speak. Mrlscie and
Fitness magazine rated kic kboxing as the
top calorie burner.
"I'm coming off of some injuries,"
says Gary \Vang e lin, a student with an
undecided major. "I box, and this class
keeps me in shape and I can practice my ·
technique "
Toeniskoetter's
class
uses
WaveMasters" portable punching bags that
increase resistam:e and provide more toning than shadowboxing alone. Handwraps
or boxjng gloves are recommended. For
students interested in cardio-kickboxing,
several class times are available.
Lynda Davis's Boxrobicsis offered
through the Mark Twain Wellness Program. Classes are ~londay and Wednesday from 4:30-5:30. C las ses cost $25 per
seml':ster for UM-St. Louis students and
the enrollment deadline is Sept. 9.
Toeniskoetter will be offe ring a sample
class on campus during the month of September , although the exact date is undecided. He gives Cardi o-k ickbo xing classes
at the Martial Arts Center at 7535 So.
Lindbergh. Classe are o ffe red Monday,
Wednesday and Friday at 8 :00 p.m., and
Saturdays at noon. The pri ce is 4 .00 per elass. call 894-8599
for more informa tion.

Computers &Accessories
• Software
• School Su'ppl ies
• Printers, Fax Machines, Calcul
and Other Business Machines
• Furniture
Plus, check out the in-store
Business Center for all your
printing and copying needs

Call 1-800-557-3376
for t he, store nearest you
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The Trigger Effect
.The Island 'of Dr. Moreau
Solo .

Rated R
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Rated PG-13
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mall ~"ents translate to good flick
MOVIE SHOWS HOW IMPORTANT THE LIITLE THINGS IN LIFE CAN BE
by Jill Barrett
of The Current staff
A series of small events build on
one another to drastically change the
lives of a couple in the movie "The
Trigger Effect." Elizabeth Shueand
Brian McDermott star as a married
. couple whose quiet suburban lives
are destroyed by a simple blackout.
The premise of the movie is
summed up by the title. A town loses
its electrical power for several days,
and the town falls into chaos. As one
event leads to another, the people of
the town, particularly Shue and
McDermott, find themselves less able
to maintain the social courtesies and
. .rules by which they previously lived
their lives.
Right before the blackout, the
couple returns home from a movie to
find their baby daughter ill. Over-

night, the power goes out, as well as
the phone lines, and the doctor cannot ca.J.l in'a prescription. Because of
the power outage, the hospitals that

McDermott and Shue's departure
from their normal way of life.
The couple's home is broken into,
and the intruder winds up dead. The

The blackout gives the.movie an
excuse to film in shadows and
darkness much of the time, which
lends a ~rooding feel to it. '
still have generators are overcrowded
and the couple cannot get in to see a
doctor. Distraught by his baby's crying, McDermott steals penicillin from
the neighborhood pharmacy. This
incident is merely the beginning of

neighbors lie to the police to cover
themselves, and the couple and their
baby take to the road.
The movie is an intriguing one,
and Shue and McDermott's descent
from civility into lawlessness is con-

vincing and believable. The viewer
often does notknow where the movie
is going, as seemingly small events
lead to other, more catastrophic happenings.
The opening same does set up
what to expect from the movie. (A
guy spills coffee on someone, who
physically runs into a couple. This
couple becomes angry, insults someone else, and so on until Shue and
McDermott enter the scene.) This
tecluiique can be irritating at times,
but overall, the movie works atshowing how small events grow, and nothing is coincidental.
The photography is excellent in
the classic film noir style. The blackout gives the movie an excuse to film
in shadows and darkness much of the
time, which lends a brooding feel to
the movie. "The Trigger Effect" is an
interesting and provocative movie.

mr. Moreau leaves viewers marooned
(FROM

costuMEs TO STORYLINE MOVIE JUST DOESN'T MEASURE UP

by Scott Lamar

editor in chief
H. G. Wells 's 1896 science-fiction novel, "The Island of Dr.
, Moreau, " horrified readers during
that era with its disturbing details of
.-fuan genetically fusing with beast.
"The Island of Dr. Moreau," the
movie
directed
by
John
. Frankenheimer, has been billed as a
:horror flick that will scare movie:goers. However,it doesn ' teven come
close. In fact , I don't think the filmmakers really tried.
Dr. Moreau, (Marlon Branda), is
a Nobel prize-winning scientist who
:disappears to a tiny island in the
:South Pacific to conduct science ex:perirnents that surpass the limits of
:the imagination.

.

In a mad scheme to engineer the
most superior species of creature,
Moreau mixes the genes of both humans and animals.
Nobody knows what's going on
until misfortune strikes Edward Douglas (David Thewlis). Douglas is a.
United Nations peace negotiator
whose boat sinks at sea. Stranded in
the middle of the ocean, Douglas is
picked up by Montgomery (Val
Kilmer). Moreau's psychotic assistant.
Once on the island, Douglas
quickly becomes imprison ed by
Montgomery. It is during his escape
attempt that Douglas witnesses a true
abomination of nature-a halfwoman, half-horse giving birth to a
mutated offspring.
With nowhere to run, he is met by

Aissa (Fairuza Balk), Moreau's beautiful young daughter. Aissa shows
Douglas where all of Moreau's creations reside. What he sees are a
savage group of half-lions, half-llamas, and half-billy goats. One even
resembled Chewbacca. All of the
mutants shared a low-budget makeup job considering that most films
employ, and audiences are now accustomed to, computer animation.
The beasts are a pacified with an
electronic shock administered by
Moreau. However, when one of the
creatures discovers that the control
device is implanted underneath its
skin, it rips it out. Angry and uncontrollable, the beasts murder Moreau
and fight one another for control of
the island.
Much to my chagrin, the lovely

heroine Aissa, the most charming,
worthwhile character in the movie, is
killed in the fracas. And the cowering Douglas narrowly escapes death
from the gun-toting monsters, much
to my chagrin also.
The apex of the movie is difficult, if not impossible to pinpoint.
The marquis actors, Brando and
Kilmer, are as uninspiring as the
storyline. Neither one could ever be
taken seriously.
Having no shame, the filmmakers attempted to salvage the alre-ady
lifeless plot trying to teach the audience a moral lesson: Man and beast
are not entirely different. We both
can be violent and crueL
Pretty enlightening stuff, huh?
Memo to' video store owners:
Stick this movie on the "B" shelf.

BOOKS

Full Catastrophe delves
deep into relationships
by Wendy Verhoff
of The Current staff

What happens when the task of
saving a troubled marriage falls on
the shoulders of a withdrawn academic? David Carkeet's fourth
novel tells just such a story. "The
Full Catastrophe" provides a humorous and insightful look into the
core of relationships.
Carkeet pieces together the
puzzle of one married couple, exploring all the intricacies of affection between husbands and wives.
In doing so, he depicts the intimate
bonds linking indi viduals to the rest
of humanity.
The. novel opens as wayward
linguist Jeremy Cook arrives in St.
I.!ouis, having lost both the job and
the woman he loves. In the Gateway City, Cook finds employment
with the Pillow Agency, a firm on a
mission to save marriages. Difficulties arise when he takes on the
unfamiliar role of marriage counselor and moves in with Beth and Dan
Wilson, a couple in danger of separating.
As Cook attempts to diagnose
"the horror" at the bottom of their
marriage, he must translate the
rantings and nonsensical half-statements of his, only guide, Roy Pillow
- head of the Pillow Agency. Pil-

low knows quite definitely what he
thinks but never says whathe means.
Cook meets a similar problem in
Dan and Beth, who also experience
difficulty in expressing their
thoughts and feelings.
In the world of Roy Pillow and
the Wilsons, the power of language
and the need for precise speech become ever more obvious to Cook as
he faces often hilarious situations
caused by the inability to communicate.
Cook's struggle to save the
Wilsons' marriage leads him headlong into major forces that. exert
pressures on a couple, like parent·
hood, relatives, work and money.
He delves beneath all these factors
to find the truth about the Wilsons'
relationship.
Through the Wilsons, Cook begins to question his own life, where
he has dwelled in a world apart,
Content with the companionship of
his own ideas. He recognizes his
deep need for human contact and the
mistake he made in turning away
from the only woman he ever loved.
In all, "The Full Catastrophe"
deserves the highest recommendation as a worthwhile reading experience. Page by page, it leaves readers
with a film belief in the power of
hearts to change and of individuals
to become better.

IF IT DOe.SN'T FIT,
jOV MuST ACQUI T.

.

~Solo

rated a cliche action adventure
by Nathanael D. Schulte
of The Current staff

Mario Van Peebles stars in sci-fi thriller SOLO

for reprogramming. Solo learns of
this, and following his prime directive to preserve self, he steals a heli"How's Solo?" you ask. Well, copter and escapes to the jungle.
Through a series of events, he
let'sjustsayMario Van Peebles probbefriends
a native village and teaches
ably won'tbe thanking the academy
the
villagers
how to defend themthis year. While mildly entertaining
selves
against
the rebel troops who
this film becomes a cliche actionare
forcing
them
to build a military
adventure movie, complete with lots
airstrip
in
exchange
for energy reof blood, stern looks and supposedcharges
from
their
gas
generator.
to-be-tough-but-really-pretty-cheesy
Through
them,
Solo
learns
the value
one-liners.
of
risking
your
own
life
to
save a
The film is set in the jungles of
friend
or
family
member.
His
comVenezuela where a new secret milimanding
officers
eventually
find
him,
tary weapon is being tested. This
and
through
military
force
and
a
new
weapon is none other than Solo (Van
cyborg,
try
to
get
him
back.
They
fail
Peebles), a highly advanced cyborg
and
end
up
losing
both
robots
in
the
that looks completely human outprocess.
side, but possesses the strength of
Overall the attempts to make a
fifteen men and the speed of ten. He
film
with a semi-plausible story line
is immune to small weapons fire and
is
a
failure. The characters are seskilled in all forms of combat. He has
verely
one-dimensional' and comonly one weakness: his personality.
In order to make him more human, pletely cliche, especially General
his programmer, Bill Stewart (Will- Haynes (Barry Corbin) and Colonel
iam Wallace), gave him the ability to Madden (William Sadler). If you want '
to see a good film with fighting rothink independently.
This independent thinking causes . bots or robots with personalities, I
Solo to abort a military mission in suggest you rent the Terminator movorder to keep from killing civilians. ies or Star Trek: Generations. Both
His commanders. not pleased with are definitely' more interesting and
his spirit, decide to send him home worthy of your time.

' ON STAGE

Timeless Shakespearean gem produced by local troupe
"!Henry V
Louis Shais:espeare Company

;st.

With a solid cast and several out: standing performances the St. Louis
: S.hakespeare Company put on their
' version of Henry V ducing its 12th
: Summer Festival during July and
• August.
The olassic by William
\~ Shakespeare tells of the ancient King
Henry who leads his tJ:oops in an
effort to conquer France. Tim Steiner

was tremondous as Henry V bringing to the role the energy and passion
so needed when playing the emotional charged king.
The cast of 40 produced a nearly
flawless play. The only exception
was when two warriors were battling
with swords, and the English Knight
was hit on the forehead with the
sword. Despite the mishap the play
was excellent.
Travis Estes turned in a great
performance as the Duke of Glouster/

Michael Williams. Bob Burkhardt
and Robert Neblett played well their
parts as knight of the king. Burkhardt
played Gower, Neblett played
Fluellen.
In addition to Henry V, the St.
Louis Shakespeare Company's Summer Festival included the productions The Two Gentlemen of Verona
and The Greeks: The Trojan Women
and Hecuba. The latterfeatured UMst. Louis student Lori McLemore in
the role of Helen of Troy.

The roups next production will
be The Brain From Planet Arrous. A
spoof on ' 50s science fiction mov-.
ies. It wiUbegin October 11 and run
on Fridays and Saturdays through
October 26.
It will be held at the Crossroads
School Black Box Threatre. Information and show times can be obtained by calling 772-8437.
The show promices to have
"thrills, chills, and laughs galore."
(Ken Dunkin)

Peter KeaneWalkin' Around
(Flying Fish)
Peter Keane (pronounced Kane)
plays a delightful mix of acoustic
blues and country folk on his second
album "Walkin' Around." In addition to eight originals, the album
features songs by Mississippi John
Hurt, Bob Dylan and others.
Every track on the album is a
credit to the project and it would be
hars to pic.k favorites, Great tracks

included were "Dirty Deal Blues,"
"Pack Up Your Sorrows" and the
old timey "New Orleans."
Joining Keane on Walkin'
Around are Champ Hood-fiddle;
Dave Heath-acoustic bass; Paul
Pearcy-drums;
and
Bill
Morrissey-harmonica.
Was so impressed with Keane's
songs and blues guitar mastery that
I had to run out and get his first
album, The Goodnight Blues. Give
it a chance, and you too will be
taken in by his wi t and charm. (M JU)
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ENTERTAINMENT

Are you artistically inclined? If you can draw,
The Current is willing to shamelessly exploit and/or
promote your talents. Stop by and talk to Scott or
Doug or call 51 6-51 83

Current Music Reviews continued from page 7
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Blues

---------------Alternative/Rap

Robert BradleyThe Crow Soundtrack II
Robert Bradley's Blackwater Surprise (Hollywood)
(RCAJBMG)
Until recently, Robert Bradley, a blind 46-year-old singer
from Detrbit. was playing and singing on the streets of De'troit for
coin. After being run off from his regular spot, he bagan playing
ou tside a recording studio. One day he was invited into the studio
to jam with three other cats. RobertBradley's Blackwater Surprise
is the album that grew out of that first session, and it couldn' t be
.
a better debut for Bradley.
The members of Blackwater Surprise are Michael Nehraguitars ; Andrew Nehra-bass; and Jeff Fowlkes-drums. All
three are former members of the Detroit band Second Self.
Begining with the raucous "Bellybone" Bradley demonstrates
the raw power and emotion tbat sustained him for years on the
street. Though this project lacks the polish others may show, the
group more than makes up for it in spirit and determination. Look
for the band to tour the bar circuit in support this album. .
(Michael J, Urness)
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So many sou ndtracks·hold buyers ,ransom making them pay
for one good song and 10 other crap songs. "The Crow Soundtrack
II" isn ' t one of them.
If any soundtrack can boast · that it has all things for all
consumers it is this one.·The disc opens with a terrific re-make by
Hole of Fleetwood Macs "Gold Dust Woman" The song is.very
dif~erent to the original as it has been given a more razor edge
sound, it is the star among many othe r good songs .
The disc ~nds with rappers Above the Law featuring Frost on .
"City of Angels ." While not one of Frost's best works it will hold
up as a solid and good song.
Others on the disc are Kom, White Zombie, Bush , Iggy Pop
and the Toadies. The dISC is one of the best released in months.
(Ken Dunkin)

.....•..........

~

Delinquent Habits-Self Titled
(RCA)
With the help of former Cypress Hill member Sen Dog,
Delinquent Habits has put together a good sounding debut disc.
Though they
occasionally sound
a little too much like
Cypress Hill, the
first time I heard
their first release
T
e s
Delinquentes," I
thought it was Cypress . I really like
tbe disc.
Filled
with
e n 0 ugh
spangladesh (English and Spanish
being mixed together in the same
lyrics) to last anyone a lifetime, the
disc is very entertaining. With songs
like th~mellow and
chilling "Good
Delinquent Habits
Times" to the hard- .
c utting, quick and to-the-point lyrics of "What' s Real Iz Real," the
disc is a must for any rap fan.
The group is masterminded by DJ/producer O.G . Style. His
beats are excellent from beginning to end . Frontmen Kemo and
Ives add th eir smooth flowing lyrics thal alone could pass for
music.
(Ken Dunkin)
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by Ken Dunkin
of The Current staff .

What a summer. I can't say
that I rested, or that I am corning
back relaxed ; but I am back and
isn't that all that really matters?
Well as you have read the
men's baseball team had a nice
~ummer as they qualified for the,
tol1ege World Series . It is quite
a feat to make it that far. Only
eight teams are alowed into it a
year.
It was a great time for me
also, "The Current" se nt me
there to cover the story. Not only
was it a great opportunity, but it
Ylas a fun time. From getting to
("isit the local zoo to seeing all
the local sights it was a good
time . I even caught my first foul
ball at a "official" game. So
while I went there to work, it left
some very great memories for
me .
Montgomery, Alabama was
' the host city and they did a great
job . The ballpark was really cool
looking . They even had a huge
hill covered with ivy all the way
across. It had that homey close
·feeling that many of the large
's tadiums lack. From theoutfiefd
.walls c overed with ad rtising
, to bullpens that were in view of
the fans it· is quite a nice place to
see a ball game.
The only downfall of the trip ,
beside being eliminated, was the
weather. It was hot and humid
the whole tim e. I thought St.
Louis was bad . The team' s first
game was during the middle of
the day and I got so sun burnt
'that I could barely move the next
morning. r wasn't the only one
having problems. Several of the
Ri vermen suffered heat craps
an d were dehydrated .
Being eliminated after two
games wasn't as bad as it may
seem. The River men still proved
to be one of the bes t Division II
'programs in ' the nation just by
qualifying~ Only eight teams
make it to the tournament. Many
programs would be thrilled just
to make it in.
Knowing head coach Jim
Brady he will be more determined than ever to make it back.
And he could do it very easily
too. H e just needs to replace the
J
.
graduates lIke Ryan Reeves and
Jo sh Banks . He will return key
players including catcher Todd
Schmidt and Dan Chinnici ..
H e re'S hoping they do as well
this years as last. Thanks for a
great seaS On guys.
t
Congratulations goes out to
two former Rivermen. Mike
Simmons, a pitcher th at saw a lot
of action down the stretch last
season, has signed a contract
with the Chicago White Sox. He
has reported to their rookie club.
Brian Rupp a player from
several years back is slowly
working hi s way up the St. Louis
Ca rdinal s sys te m . He is c urre ntly at th e Double A club. He
·~s hitting well over .300 and in
the mid st of a fine season. He is
pressing the club for a promotion to the Triple A affiliate in
Louisville . But there is a huge,
. problem ' there, his name is
Dymitri Young. Young is a big
and power fu l first baseman.
And Rupp will have to wait for
him to join the big c lub. It: he
~eeps playing as we.ll as he has
been look for him to join the club
soon too.

•

The Rivei-men baseball team finished off their record-setting season with a appearance in the Division II College World Series .
The Rivermen were eliminated
after two games in the double elimination tournament. They finished
37-9 for the season.
The first game was a heartbreaker for the team. The lost the
game 20-5 to St. Joseph's. The score
is deceiving ; the Rivermen were
still in the game, trailing 5-4, before
St. Joseph's rallied and scored eight
times in the sixth inning .
Part of the team's problem was
errors: they made five.
"Ouf defense really let us down
today," said Jim Brady, 'head coach
for th~ Rivermen . "Defense wins '
championships."
Trevor Whiteman went five innings getting the loss for the Riverc
men.
The second game against
Tampa, 44-14, turned out to be
closer. The Rivermen lost 9-7.
"We didn't take advantage of

'GJ..

...::~~:::,
••_:iI•• ~

our opportuni ties early," Brady said.
"It made it very difficult in the end."
Seven runners were stranded in
the game for the Rivermen.
The team made the game interesting in the ninth inning. They were
down 9-3. But with singles by Chad'

Belding and Mike Stennettfollowed
by a walk to Mike Masciangelo, the
team began to rally .
Second baseman Dan Chinnici
then hit a sacrifice fly to make it 94. Josh Banks came through big
singling to center scoring Stennett

~.

and Masciangelo making it 9-6.
Catcher Todd Schmidt and Ryan
Reeves singled bringing in Banks
making it 9-7 . Tim May then hi t
into a double play ending the game
and the season.
"We certainly made a game of it

photo: Ken Dunkin

Members of the Men's Baseball team accept their plaque for winning the Regional championship. The team finished with a 37-9 record . From left to right: Darin Scott, Josh Banks, Ryan
Reeves, Mark Peterson, Coach Jim Brady and a representative from the NCAA.

I

••

at th e e nd ," Brady said. "We were
only a hit or two away from winning the ball game."
Mike Simmons went six and
one-third innings picking up the
loss . The Rivermen out hit Tampa
13-10.
The way the team made it to the
series was more like the Rivermen
style.
In their first game in the NCAA
Regional, the team defeated
Mankato State 9-5 . Whiteman went
seven and a third innings for the
victory . As a team the Ri vermen
had 18 hits .
In their second regional match,
Simmons started for the Rivermen
against Central Missouri State. He
would go nine strong innings to
earn the victory. The team slugged
ll .hits on way to a 4-3 victory.
In the regional championship
game the Rivermen played Mankato
State again. The Ri vermen won 97. Cory Sivumaki went six and a
third in nings to get the win. The
win qualified the team for the College World Series.
The total of 37 victories set a
school record .

Men's soccer looks to improve with new faces
Men try to get back on track
by Brian Folsom
of The Current staff
As the 1996 season begins,
the UM-St. Louis Men's Soccer
team looks to improve on last
year's record and prove they can
be competitive.
Rivefmen head coach Torn
Redmond is entering his sixth
season as head coach. He said last
season's disappointing 8-9-3
record was attributed to many
things.
"We had such a tough schedule," said Redmond.
The teams also thought they
would do well as they had .many
returning players.
"We thought that we would be
better because we had fl seniors,
but OUr defense was a problem as
well as having trouble finishing
off plays ," Redmond said. " We
just couldn't put the ball in the
net."
. Redmond said that a bad start .
set the tone for the rest of the
season.

This season, Redmond has a
bright outlook and said he definitely wants to finish over with a
winning record.
"We have many transfer students and freshman who will help
out tremendously," Redmond
said .
Redmond noted that for his
team to get to get to that next

Mark Lynn

level, they are going to have to
win the big ·g ames.
" We need to be consistent and
win the games we sho uld win,
and hop efully come away with
some up se ts," he said.
Redmond will be lookin g to
senior co-captains Mark Lynn .
and Joe Fisch t o be the leaders on
the team. Last season Lynn
started all 20 games and faced
195 shots. He had seven shutouts
and had a goals against average
of 1.30 .
Also 'helping to lead the team
will be junior Ken Henry, and
senior transfers Trent Woodrick
and Curt Schneider.
"Henry always has a positive
attitude and is a good leader, "
Redmond said . " Woodrick and
Schneider are hard workers who
can really play. :'
Redmond added that he hopes
for a quick start.
" The more time this team
spends playing tog ether , the bet-

see Men, page 10

Yahng has "once-in-a-lifetime opportunity"
by Brian Folsom
of The Current staff
For most people, attending the
Olympic games is a dream, but for
UM-St. Louis sports. information
director Chuck Yahng , that qream
was realized.
Yahng had the unique opportunity of being chosen to attend the
'Olympic games this summer in Atlanta where he met several interesting people.
Yahng served as the assistant
sports information director at UMSt. Louis for two years before being
promoted this summer. Hisjob consists of the promotion of the athletic
department and providing good
working relation ships' with the media all around.
Earlierthis summer, Yahng sent
in an application which he received
from the Olympic Liaison Committee which helps encourage other
people in Yahng' s position to be a
part of the Olympics, the Olympic
Festival, and other various experienc es in sports.
Yahng was chosen to work the
press operation for the Atlanta Commission for Olympic Games.
Yahng was one of the media
marshals at the box ing venue. He
escorted boxers right outofthe ring
and would'bring them to NBC, USA
Today and 'other media outlets for
interviews. Then he would lead them
to the hext interview . After he would
moderate the interview session, he
would walk the boxers back to their
lockers . Yahng witnessed a total of

A player-by-player look at
the Rivermen
by Ken Dunkin

Granite City High School in points
lastseason. Granite City was regional
champ during his senior season and
state runner-up during his junior sea*detonates returnin g starter
son. During his junior year he led the
team in scoring and in assists.
Forward
Chris Steinmetz: A proven scorer,
Jason Aft: An established scorer
at Ladue High School Aft is the all Steinmetz tallied 28 goals in two seatime goa] corer with a tally of 87 . A sons at SI. Louis Comm unity College
freshman, led Ladue to a second place at Florissant Valley. He al so had 25
conference finish hi s seni or season . . assists. While at Hazelwood Central,
He was a All-Metro selection his se- he tied the school mark for goals in a
game, scoring four. He had career
nior year at Ladue.
Paul Fritsche: A junior transfer totals of 55 goals and 50 assists. He
from St. Charles Community Col- was an All-Region selection both
lege Fritsche will be in the hunt for years for Florissant.
Matt Wedemeir: A new comer to
playing time. He formerly played club
soccer player at Southeast Missouri the program, Wedemeir is one of the
many freshman. He started two seaState.
TimKelly: One of the teams many sons for Francis Howell North but
transfers, Kelly will look to get in on was forced to sit out a season due to
the Rivermen scoring. Kelly made an lTIJury .
impact at his former college, Missouri Southern. He scored four goals Midfielders
*Joe Fisch: A hard worker and
and had eight assists totaling 16
one of the players that must step up
points.
Mark Mendenhall: A possible for the Rivermen. Fisch was recoghigh impact player M endenhall led see New Look1 page 10
of The Current staff

Volleyball has
many new faces
by Ken Dunkin
of The Current staff
*detonates returnin g starter

talented athlete. She was a three-year
starter at Cor Jesu Academy where
she was a first team all-state selection
as a senior. She was her teams MVP
her senior year. Wall won state championships in volleyball and basketball.

Outside Hitters
*Sarah Zrout: One of three returning starters, Zrout is a solid hitter, passer and defender. She was Middle Hitters
second in games played and was
*Debbie Boedefeld: One of the
fourth in kills with 279. She ti ed for most improved players on the team,
third in assists with 59. She had a 3.2 Boedefeld ranked highly in kills with
photo: courtesy of Chuck Yahng
dig per game average, totaling 419 309, hitting percentage at .280 and'
for the season .
blocks with 60. She was a second
Chuck with Cuban heavywei~ht gold medalist Felix Sabon.
. Susan Claggett: Versati le and team All-Mid-America Intercollepotential are two words to describe giate Athletics Association (MlAA)
343 boxing matche·s. ·
very lucky because he almost went Claggett a freshman from Hall High selection. This is her fourth year with
There were several famous to the park that night. .
School. She could see time at the the program. Her stats have gone up
people that Yahng had the opportu"After the games were over for middle and outside hitter positions. steadily since her beginnings at UMnity to meet, including Muhammud . the day , I went out to a bar with a She digs and passes well. She set a SI. Louis.
Ali, Joe Frazier, Evander Holyfield couple of friends because we were school record with 474 kills and 94
*Sheri Grewe: Entering her fourth
and other boxers. He also met Jack tired and didn't want to be around a service aces.
'year playing regularly Grewe will
Nicholson, Demi Moore, Bruce lot of people, "said Yahng. "Around
Anne Marie Pineau: A walk-on look to help the team repeat their
Willis, Shaquille O'Neal and Marv 1:30 in the morning someone carne who will fight for playing time at NCAA Tournament Qualifying seaAlbert.
running in screaming to turn the outside hitter. A hard worker she so n. She was a honorable mention
"There were celebrities every- station on the television to CNN , started three years at Parkway Cen- AJI-MlAA selecti on. She led the team
where ," said Yahng. " It was very that there was a bomb. Everyone tral where she was a second-team all - in hitting percentage at .300 and total
interes.ting and exciting."
was just so shocked."
conference two years. She was named blocks with 63 .
Yahng said that the atmosphere
Yahng said that even though it the teams most improved player.
Anne McCord: She will push for
in Atlanta during those two weeks was an unfortunate occurrence , evJennifer Rosche: She could step time at middle hitter and could dewas exciting .
eryone said that they weren't going in and help fill the playing lime void velop into a force at the net. McCord
"It was the most exhilarating
to let it ruin the fun of the Olym- left by transfers . Rosche is a transfer stands five-foot-eleven, one of the
and most exhausting thing I have pies.
from Harris-Stowe College. She was taller players on the team. A three
ever been associated with," he said.
Yahng said that meeting box- named defensive player o f the year year starter at St. Ignatius High School
"It was electrifying ."
ers , coaGhes and officials from all and newcomer of the year in 1994.
where she was named the teams MVP
When the bomb exploded in
Nicole Wall : Could fill the void
Centennial Park, Y ahng said he was
see Olympics1 page 10 left at outside hitter as she is a very see Vol/eybal/1 page 10
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Olympics, from page 9
parts of the world was the best part
of the experience.
"There were so many interesting people," said Yahng.
He even worked first hand with
S0me of the medaling athletes.
.. "I was the media escort for Felix
~von, the gold medalist," Yahng
said. "That was very exciting,
~ainly becau se he was from Cuba."
'. Yahng also met Brendan Telser,
n eporter from the Australia Broadc~st Company.
"He was one of the nicest guys
IJJ ave ever met, " said Yahng ..
. He said it was also ni ce to mee t
other people from around the country who held the same position as he
djd.

IVOlleYball, from page 9 ·
her senior year.

..

Chuck Yahng sits at the NBC booth while at the Olympics.
"I want to thank Athletic Director Pat Dolan for allowing me to
attend the games," said Yahng. " It

really was a once in a lifetimeexperience ."

~

::New Look, from page 9
:-nized with a sec ond team AlJ. Conference selection last year.
He scored two goals and had six
·-assists for a total of 10 points.
e is one of only three returning
tarters.
Joe Becker: A well experienced player. Last season
<B ecker played for St. L o uis
Community College at Forest
Park, the regional champs. The
team competed for the NJCAA
national championship .
C .J. Eckrich: Part of a
brother combination C.J. joins
the squad after a year at St. L ouis
Community
College
at
Meramec. He played f or St.
Mary ' s High School where he
helped them place second in
state hi s senior year. .
Joshu a Eckrich : The other
half of the brother duo. Joshua
joins the team strai t out of St.
Mary's High School. He was
' part of a state championship
team last season.
Derrick Kaspar: A freshman
who could see a good amount of
time this season. Kaspar was part
, of a conference championship
"team while at Collinsville last
season. He scored five goals and
had eight assists.
•
Scott Luczak: MVP while at
Lindbergh High School, Luczak

sc ored 30 goals and had 27 assists
while helping his team set records
for most goals in a half and consecutive shutouts with five .
Curt Schneider: Played sev eral years at University of Arkansas Little Rock where he was
named All-Region hi s sophomore
seas on and second team his freshman year.
Trent Woodrick : A transfer
from Florissant Valley . Woodrick
was a member of the sixth best
junior college team in the nation .
While in high school at McCluer
North he scored seven goals and
had seven as sists his seni or year.
Backs
Dave Briner: Briner is a returning senior who saw con siderable time la st season. He got into
16 games and had one assist. He
could get into the starting line up
for the team , if not he will see a
good amount of time .
*Ken Henry : A , solid and
steady defender, Henry was a
Mid-America Intercollegiate Athletics Association honorable mention selecti on last year. He had
one goal for two points. He will
solidify the backfield for the new
look team.
John Schrader: Areturning senior, Schrader will battle for time

in the backfield.
Ken Paul: A veteran of the
select ranks, Paul played 10
years of select soccer. He also
played at Vianny High School
his freshman and sophomore
seasons.
Kevin Pierce: Pierce was an
important part of the number one
ranked Missour i Christian
Brothers College squad . The
team was ranked ninth in the
nation by "USA Today." He
Started every game his senior
season . .
Goalies
*Mark Lynn: Quite simply
the key to the team's success.
Lynn. has been near perfect for
the Rivennen in the past two
seasons . Last year he had a 0.78
goals against average and had
nine shutouts. He was named
firs t team All-Conference . Lynn
should see a lot of time between
the pipes .
Brad Beeler: A quality
backup, Beeler entered several
games last season providing
Lynn with some needed rest.
Beeler will provide the team with
depth at the position. He has
impressed many with his great
saves in practice.

Setters
Laura Gray: One of the most
versatile players on the team Gray
. could end up in several p<lsitiOlf.
She can play at outside:hitter, setler, or in the back row as a defensi ve specialis t, She talhed 329 assIsts last ye.ar averaging 5.'3 per
game: She led the team with 5.3
digs per game.
Leslie Armstrong: Armstrong
should push for time as tbestarting setter. At five-foot-five she is
one of the tallest on the teain. A
. transfer from Fort Scott Coinmurrity College, she was a first .team
all-conference at Fort Scott.
Katie Lyons: A walk"on who
will add depth at the setter position, and excellent defens! ve
player while at St. Dominic Righ
Schoo1 Lyons holds the career'
records for assjst (l,274), season
assists (543), career aces (2i~)
and season aces (56) .
Angie
McCubbins;
McCubbins could battle for the
starting setter position. She was a
three-year starter while at Ursuline
Academy and ranked among the
team leaders with 200 kills and
364 assists.

photo: Ken Dl,;nkin ' I
Sarah Zrout waits to hit the ball in a match last season. The
Riverwomen will beginning their season Friday.
I

Men, from page 9
ter we are going to be," he said .
"It's early to tell, but these
The Rivermen lost ~ight start- guys can be as good as they want
ing players from
to be," he
last season. Only
said. "We
two players who
have to be
scored goals las t
good defenseason have resively and
"Every game will be
turned, Fisch had
we
can't
a tough game. "
two goals. and Ken
give up any
Head Coach c h e a p
Henry
scored
once. That is a loss
Tom Redmond goals ."
of over 90 percent
Accordof the teams total
ing
to
scoring. Scoring is
Redmond,
something the team needs to re- the fans can expect to see a very
place. They have several play'ers hard working team with much enin practice that could possibly fill thusiasm.
that void.
"I will enjoy watching the new

DATE:
TIMES:
10:00 AM- 2:00 PM
AND.
4:80PM -6:00PM
L:.OCATION:.

players perform," he said. "The
returning players have such a
burning intensity to improve from
last year that hopefully it win
carryover to the new players."
The Riv ermen have a tough
schedule again this season . They
open with their first home game
on Labor Day against Rolla at
1 :00. They will then go on the
road for almost three weeks. They
will then play Northern Kentucky\
at home on Sept. 21.
"Every game will be a tough
game," Redmond said. " If we play
strong and play together, we wiU
be fine."
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From the University Bookstore

First week of classes
Monday-Thursday 7:30 AM8:30 PM
Friday 7:30 AM-5:00 PM

A

•

University Bookstore
,

··
··

·

Returns And Refund Policy
Textbooks
Required and recommended books may be returned for full refund when:
1) Returned prior to the end of the SECOND WEEK of classes;
2) Accompanied by a sales receipt;
3) Returned in same condition as purchased;
4) Price stickers are not removed.
Special Orders, Magazines, Newspapers
. Nonreturnable
Study Guides, All Books Other Than Text
. If returned within 24 hours, with sales receipt

,-

Suply items
.
1) If returned within 10 working days of purchase;
2) Accompanied by sales receipt.
Note: Defective items may be re~urned at any time.
Defects must be those not associated with wear and tear and misuse.
If student utilizing the new charge system
ne.ed to return books or merchandise, cash will not be given-the
amount will be deducted from the student's account.

Regular Bookstore
Hours
Monday-Thursday 7:30 AM7:30 PM
.Friday 7:30 AM-5:00 PM

Page 12
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Openin.g this fall

•

The TeleCommunity
Center will be open to
everyone. The center,
which will be a fIrst-ofits-kind, will provide access to the global information highway through

interactive video .Thecenter will be on UM-St.
Louis's North Campus
next to the MetroLink.
Also on the way is the
micro-biology lab located
next to Benton and Stadler

• • •

Halls .
And the Kathy J.
Weinman Children'sAdvocacy Center is opening
in January. It will be 10cated on South Campus.

• • •
•

University of Missouri - St. Louis

R

T P!

You'll spend plenty of time in class,
so get out now while there's still time.

Grab your

Shop the only Factory Direct Futon Company. in Sf Louis
if you are looking,for 'the best prices and quality! ',

R

I

'

to Venture __ your one-stop shop·
for dorm or a partment n eeds!
Study snacks • CDs • Calculators • Small refrigerator • Toothpaste
Plus shirts, ,d enim and more for today's student body!

i ---- - H!WIIIl1'Jl®@)oHlli
lj,)lto,---,
!'
10

! SAVE

: On Your Entire Purchase
: With Your Student ID
I
I

r

Musl present proot of coll eg~ enrollmenl and this coupon at register
kH discount. NQ !:oupon ph.)lucopi6S. M.)t valid lor heir salon. key shop,
robacco. limil 1 per Customer per pUr( ~e

o:Jlic;..11 shop. res1Rw an l Of

I ~fs~~~n~:. ~~~I~ ~~~~;~~n~~~~d~;:~n~~~·/;;~i~·I ~:I~~~e
I _ ______________________
011 prior purchilSes. Coupon va lid no ...... tr'lough Sept. 301h.
L
J

$199 Lllch
While you shop, grab a "Big V"'
Burger, small drink and fries
at Cafe Venture for $1.99!
c are Venture a ... a!I~e at select loc.atroru;.

O ve rland, 8901 Page Avenue, 314 "429-7800

Futons were made with students in mind. Portable affordable and when
you buy from The Futon Company oh so comfortable!
For this back to school season we have some very special val ues,
I

Loungers from $149 Sofas from $175!
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• Available in seven colors
• Double inside pocIIels

lis! Price 53.05

82 C

OffkeMax EV1!rydoy low Prit!

040lHl07

'FI:Z'!;;~

Stick Pens
• Superior IYriling performance
• Medium or Ime ball points
• Black, blue or red ink

Canon

Usl poo 55.88

OfficeMox Everyday low Price

IOlJi).f)3b7

-J·j;UlnFile Tote
• DU51 COI'llL

• Indigoblue
lisl Prire Sl7.99

Model # BJC-21 0

$999

(tt·jtl 2;.·j 401 lH~.

olficeMoxfI'eryday lowPrice

Five Star Notebook
• 8-1 (2' x 11' Sheals
• College RUled

I (anon T-Shirl Transfers
I B(02 Black (or1ridge

$8999

t-254

OfficeMI1X Everyday Low Price

We'll guarantee
our low prices
up to 155%.
See store

for details. *

Vl' >](§iM'

i _ 3AT&T

Answering Machine

"'='"

• Tapele.ss microchip recording ___:. - ~ .,

·~::~~Ive S~IP,

save and '. <:'"Qi,i1./0[J;ili:._ . \
:~'}: ;:·1,:---..:..
,
• Remole capabililies
• LED message display

'.

Model # 1710
0,01-4108

OfficeMax EverydCl)' low Price
ExtendedBa-ck To-School Shopping HOllrs Now Thrall h Sept 8 Sun· lOam 6pm Man Fn lam lOpm Sat· 9am - 9pm

•

•
,

I
I

.

• 100 Shee!s
lisl Pric. $.4.1 5

.r

• 300+ TrueType fonts on CD-ROM
S16.99 1403-0103
1402·1300

• 8-line x 16-character display
• Equation solving capabil ities
• Back-up battery

~~":(9·4iIJ :'Ji'·

,.I

Canon Color BubbleJet Printer
• 720 x 360 dpi black reso lution

Graphing
Calculator

031)2-4382

FAIRVIEW HEIGHTS, IL: Venture Shopping Center. U.S. ROllie 50
and State Route 159., across from St. Clair S"Qua ~ ..... 397-9587
ST. CHARLES: Between Zumbehl Rd. and Highway 94, .
IlJlxt to Sam's . ... .. . . ..... . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. , . . . .. . .. 949-8284
MANCHESTER: Manchester Meadows.
11/2 miles west of the West County Mall . ..... .... . .....256-9700
~""0Ig/r.~ Prln~n!l!.«hnCllogy Fat no. Right Loo.\; Right Now
MARYLAND HEIGHTS: Page Servioe Rd.,
.
between Lindbergh and Schuetz Roads •. •• ; . . . , ....•. .•56N626
OLiVEITE: 1-170 and Olive . . . •.. . . .. .. . .. ••..........991-2336

Office 95
Upgrade

$22999
r---------------------------,
an_v-,..
14{)1-6370

OfficeMox Everyday low Price

~

~ .-'::

JI v

= _ • ~~
~

.

.

· Visii ou r slote-ol-ihE>-orl l
(opyMox Busmess

Service ( enter & seve on

SCO·~irE$!

SOUTH COUNTY: Lindbergh and Lemay Ferry Road,
across from South County Mall. . .. . ... ............ .. .. 894-2860
ST. LOUIS: st. lOuis Marftetplace. Manchester Ave.
between Hampton & McCausland Aves .. , .... .. . .......645:4422

a·l/2"xl1"bJackink
I on 20i while bond paper.
l One coupon per cuslom er.
; Nol valid willl any oiller oller.
I

I
I

(i
I

I
I
I
I
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I
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I
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_______________
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Construction underway
for c,hild advocacy center
on South Campus
by Kim Hudson
news editor
Construction began in June on a
facility that will allow students an
opportunity to work with abused
women and children.
The facility, called the Kathy J.
Weinman Children's Advocacy Center and the Institute for Trauma Recovery, will strive to provide emotional support to abused children during the investigation and prosecution
process. The Center will provide services such as interviews, medical examinations, and counseling for abused
children-all in one facility.
Weinman, a St. Louis philanthropist, agreed to pay for the buildings

construction and donate it to the University.
According to a press release from
the Office of University Communications, Weinman said, "It is important that people understand the plight
of abused children.
Tbis facility will serve both as a
treatment center and a point of education for students and the public
about an issue that affects us all."
Also housed in the new structure
will be the Institute for Trauma Recovery. As director, renowned clinical psychologist Patricia Resick will
lead the institute in research, training
and service of trauma victims.
"This Center will serve as a training site for our students in disciplines

Safety, surveillance top
Roeseler's fall agenda
by Doug Harrison
managing editor
It's not an eye in the sky, but
the UM-St. Louis Police hope it's
the next best thing: surveillance
cameras. Those cameras, along
with police personnel on bikes,
security officers on foot and students in residents halls are some
of the ways that Bob Roeseler,
Chief of UM-St. Louis Police,
hopes to make the campus safer.
Continuing an initiative that
began last year, Roeseler said that
his department has installed closed
circuit surveillance cameras in all
parking garages. In addition, each
of the three residence halls now
have cameras in them as well,
Roeseler said.
The surveillance technology
accompanies other changes at the
residential facilities. RoeseIer said
that beginning this semester, students in the residents halls will
participate in crime prevention
and control.
In previous semesters, personnel from Hudson Security, a private company, were responsible
for controlling evening access to
the residents halls. The halls are
locked between 5 p.m. and 8 a.m.
During that time, only residents
and their registered guests are' allowed to enter.
"Hudson security officers will

Patricia Resick
such as psychology, education, social
work and nursing," said Chancellor
Blanche M. Touhill.
Furthermore, the institute has designed a certificate program in trauma
studies for the University.
The structure has a price tag of
about $2.2 million and is expected to
open in January.

Shortage of justices slows ticket appeals process
by Doug Harrison
managing editor
The student comi, currently composed of the chief justice and one
other vacationin g judgc, began sorting through the many parking ticket
appeals this week.
"Right now the court's biggest
problem is that there is only me and
one other justice, and he is vacationing," said Steve Bartok, Chief Justice
of the court.
Bartok said that this shortage of
justices, combined with technical
problems at the police department, is
slowing down the appeals process.
Students actually file their appeals at the police department in the
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Blue Metal Building. Ticket Tracker,
the department's software program
designed to record and handle traffic
violations, has been out of service
"for some time" Bartok said.
Bartok planned to pick up the
filed appeals late last week and begin
reviewing them early this week.
Although the court is not obligated to hear every appeal, Bartok
said he tries to investigate each appeal as thoroughly as possible based
on the information provided by the
student.
Once the court gathers enough
information to reach a decision, it
either sends notification to students
that their appeal has been granted or

routes the denied appeal to the Student Affairs Office.
"Karl Beeler [Associate Vice
Chancellor of Student Affairs1is supposed to have jurisdiction over denied appeals but lately he and [Lowe]
"Sandy" MacLean [Vice Chancellor
of Student of Affairs] have been sharing the responsibility," Bartok said.
According to Bartok, Beeler and
MacLean can either uphold the denied appeal or overturn the court's
decision and grant the appeal.
As for the time the appeals process takes, Bartok gave no guarantees
but said that the court will try its best.
"What we really need is more
justices," Bartok said.

still patrol the campus in the threewheeled carts and on foot, but they
will no longer be in the halls. Students
themselves will man the desks at the
entrances," Roeseler said.
Additionally, Roeseler said that a
card access system should be installed
at each of the three residents halls
within the next 30 days.
The card access system will resemble the. one in use at the Univer.

"We have asked UMeadow's residents
to report any
unauthorized entries
that they witness"
-Bob Roeseler, Chief
of UM-St. Louis Police

sity Meadows Apartment Complex.
Residents there must swipe a card
through a scanner before the access
gate will open.
While Roeseler recognizes that it
is possible fqr unauthorized individuals to enter close behind aresident, he
believes that card access will make
the residential facilities safer.
"We have asked U-Meadow's
residents to report any unauthorized

entries that they witness, and we
will do the same at the residents
halls if [unauthorized entry] becomes a problem," Roeseler said.
Roeseler also said that the U1vlSt. Louis Police Department is seeking national credentials.
"Throughout the summer [the
police department] has been working very hard to earn accreditation
from the Commission of Accreditation of Law EnforcementAgencies,"
Roeseler said.
CALEA was formed in 1979 by
four major law enforcement agencies.
"Over the next two years,
CALEA
will
review
the
department's policies and procedures and make recommendations
accordingly," said Sgt. Ken Williams, who is working closely with
Roeseler in the accreditation process.
At the end of the two Y,ears, the department will make a presentation to CALEA which will determine whether or not the department
is given accreditation.
"Very few organizations in the
St. Louis area have this certification," Roeseler said.
The department is seeking the
accreditation voluntarily and . is
working in close conjunction with
the St. Louis County Police Depart'ment, Williams said.

Fonner University employee charged in thefts at Lucas

He y ! You ther e !

Don't be afraid .
C'mon and jump in Th e Current .

Mark Oliver, a former maintenance attendant with the University,
has been charged in connection with
recent thefts at Lucas Hall according
to Robert Roeseler, Chief ofUM-St.
Louis Police.
Police Ieeovere
6m 0liver s
home "six computers and over two

truckloads of other stolen merchandise" believed to belong to the University, Roeseler said.
Roeseler said Oliver was released
from employment with the University "a couple of week. ago" and
arre~ted.shortly thereafter on warrants
issued by the St. Louis County Pros-

ecuting Attorney 's Office.
"Oliver has been charged with
stealing $150, the minimum amount ·
necessary for a case to be tried as a
felony," Roeseler said.
N o trial date has been set.
-Doug Harrison

,,
MONDAY· SIZZLIN'SALADS
TUESDAY·THE WOKERY
.\VEDNESDAY~ TACO SALADS
THURSDAY· ALLEGRO PASTA
FRIDAY· TEXAS SMOKEHOUSE BBQ
ALL ENTREE PLATES ONLY $3.50
Prepared Right Before YourEyes!

Mon-Thurs.
7:30
am- 7:00 pm
.
.

Friday 7:30 am- 2:00 pm

-----.-----------Redeem This Coupon at
The Undergr.ound for one FREE 160z
fountain drink!

, .

.-

Clas.s ic Fare.
CATERING

~
•••••••

•

CLASSIFIEDS
{
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SERVICES
&Hart'satWestPortPlazais
captains and bussers. These pocan be scheduled around your
commi~ent. Combined wage!
income averages $81hr. for five
shifts. Apply in person, M-F (2-4

.)

you love kids? Do you love books ?
Castle is looking for enerPart-time employees who love
and books for their children's
and p~ center (looks
on your resume).
•<lexible day and evening hours available. Must be available some weekends. Education majors preferred. Call
Jim or Kathy at 275-2121 for more
details.

Drury Inn Westport - now accepting
applications for the position of housekeeper. Full' or part time positions
available. Full time benefits include
health insurance, vacation, personal
days off, and paid holidays: No Experience Required . Apply within at
Drury Inn 12220 Dorsett Rd. Maryland Hts, MO 63043
Phone calls welcome 576-9966

••••••••••••••
$6.00 hr.Pf
Resort Travel Corporation needs outgoing individuals to be promotions
representatives at fun events .around
the St Louis area. Call Melanie at 692780S.

.............. .

• •••••••••••••

ack to school or just need a job that
can work around your schedule? We
might have the answer for you. Drury
Inn-West Portis now accepting applications for the positions of
* Guest Service/Front Desk
Overnight G .S.A (Working midnight shift)
- PartlFuIl time positions available
working 16-32 bours per week.
-Benefits included with full time employment.
- If you are looking to join a winning
organization for the school year or the
long term, please apply at Drury
12220 Dorsett Rd. Maryland Hts, MO
63043
Phone calls welcome 576-9966

Resort Travel Corporation .needs responsible person with a van for PT sete
up work at events around St. Louis
area. Call Melanie at 692-7805.

~

'

*

:rru;

The Student Computing Labs are now
accepting applications for the fall and
winter semester. Please stop by SSB
103 to pick up an application or apply
on-line at http://www.urnsl.edulserviceslsclabs!application.html
,

•••••••••••••••

'C redifCard fundraisers for fraternities, sororities & groups. Any
campus organization CaFI raise up
to $1000 by earning a whopping
$5.00NISA application.
Call 1-800-932-05_8 exl 65
Qualified callers rece.ive
FREE T-SHIRT

Comic Books and Non-Sports cards.
Large selection of recent books, Chase,
If you
a student interested in His- .
Promotional, and single cards. Sandpanic culture, dance and having fun,
man, Marvel, Wildstorm, Babylon 5.
the Latin American Ballet, Inc. may be
Call Tom @ 956-0091
for YOU! Weare a non-profit organization that produces folklore dance
events in the st. Louis area. Cail MODERN FERGUSON STATION
Elenore Going. 838-7914.
studio, I & 2 bedroom apartments,

Fun

are

• •• ••• •• • • ••• ••

•••••••••••••••

LIFEGUARD

CERTIFIED LIFEGUARDS needed
TO ALL EVENING STIJDENTS:
immediately for UM-St. Louis Indoor
You are invited to attend an Evening
Swimming Pool. Afternoon, evening,
College Council meeting at 6 p.m .
and weekend hours available. Pay is
Tues., Aug . 28 in 324 Lucas Hall
$S.OO per bour. Interested individuals
(Evening College office conference
can apply in the Rec Sports Office, 203
room). Feel free to sit in and listen, or
Mark Twain. Call 516-5326 for more
. add to our discussions. 516-5161.
information.

well-lit parking lot, $335 - $435. Each
bas its own stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, disposal, furnace and Ale.
You provide bed, desk, and TV. POPE
REALTERS 521-6666.

Computer for sale-new 586 -133 Mhz8MB ofRAM-6xmulti-media.I.2gig
HD - KB mouse - Windows 95. Great
back-to-school system. Call Chris
Patrick at 993-5528.

........... ...

For sale: trumpet $100, guitar $100,
and Apple lic Computer-negotiable.
Call 739-7301.
Notice something?

Cartoonist!

•••••••••••••••
Disabled student seeking person to assist with assignments for English
Comp o class. WritinglTyping required. Call 869-4968 after 5 p.m. for
details. Salary.

kick-tlitt,
sw~

Would you like to wear rigid gas

~nng,

permeable ontact lenses?

SIanwiiII}9,
Clggre5:»IOIl

bag

may be eligible for a research project at the

releaSing,

University ofMlssouri-St. Louis Center fa
EyeCare. Study participants will receive
the lenses at a reduced cost.

pw)Chlng,

pow~

workout '-or
the ''bored
with the

516-5116 Or 516-5602

spa . ~"

kic~"er
deep II1Side
us all!

Why is Cardia-Karate sweeping the country?
Because it gives you all theDllrll!lIlin Karate
(kicking. Punc.hing. Getting In Shape) without any
of the serious stuff ( UnifOffilS, belts, breaking
concrete blocks w}th your ~.
head, etc.) OUI Instructors
_ \
will have you breaking a
' f ..
seriousaland you'Ulearn some
serious ."NNi§9technique.s without
yelling any foreign words.
but it's the most fun way to get in shape ever I
And l1Illike a treadmill, learning Cardia-Karate
will get you somewhere. For more info and

It'sIMM"

{. !: . rt4t1il
~ln.KIlIl TIUT Plro APIIiifJ

Irr.nt .. oo.d _. __ .952-5300
• • II .. in _ . . . . _ . 227-2256
Bride.ton __ . __ 227-8115

St_ Charl.s .. __ 724-1200
South Cit, . . . __ 962-3653
.. id'town _ . . . __ 94&-4900

(AFTER HOURS. 1-80D-1i5D-4110D)

We £all'e.

ATTENTION!
HEALTHY NON-SMOKING
MALES AGE 18-45

$$$$$
Earn $300 - $1 000 in your spare time!
f

If you are a healthy, non-smoking male, age 18-45,
on no medication, with no current health problems,
of a normal height/weight ratio, and are availbale
for 24-48 hour stays at our facility, you can earn
hundreds of dollars aIild help generic drugs obtain
FDA approval. Gateway Medical Research, Inc.
has been conducting research for pharmaceutical
i. companies for years and thousands of people have
[ participated. To find out how easy it can be to earn
$$$, call OliI recruiters at (314) 946-2110 anytime.
GATEWAY MEDICAL
RESEARCH, mc
116 NORTH MAIN STREET
ST. CHARLES, MO 63301

Dammit Doug, for the last time , get
your fingers out of your ears and put
them back up your butl.
-Scott

Brain and Mindi,
Congratulations on getting married!
-the best man
Ken,
You know that I'm watching you,
and I really don't like what I'm
seeing?
-God
To the old editor
Ya know what, th is job is actually
pretty tough.
-the new editor
To everyone at UM-St. Louis,
Good luck, this year may be a
doozie.
-the staff of The Current

class schedules,

Call US today!

The Martial Arts Center
7535 S. Undbergh Blvd (314) 6.94-8599
N.o contracts of any kindl
Pay for 1 Class & Get 1 Free

~

POSITIONS AVAILABLE! !!

i\l emb er: National Association of Profess ion.11 Martial Arti sts

Employer: Normandy Bank is a full service bank located on Natural Bridge approximately
one mile eAS' of the UM-S t. Louis cam pus. We offer studeals the ability 10 work in a
convenient location and a professional, pleasanl atmosphere.

Spring Break '97-Sell Trips, Earn Cash, & Go FREE!

Position: Part Tune Teller
The opporrunity exists to work: in additional departments within the bank, depending on a
slUden!'s schedule and the needs of those depamnents.

STS is hiring Campus Repsl group orgar;izers to
promote trips to Cancun, Jamaica, and Florida.
Call 1-800-648-4849 for information on
joining America's # 1 Student Tour Operator.

• FREE TEST, with immediate results detects
pregnancy 10 days after it begins _
• PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING
• IMMEDIATE practical as's islance
• ALL services FREE and confidential
Help Is N carby

-Monica

Ads ill the Classifieds make
$cents$! !! Classifieds are
FREE to students, faculty and
staff. You must include your
name and university ID # for the
ad to run. Call Annette at 5165175toplaceyouradTODAY!!!

BAD

CONTACT LENSES!!

fo r more infOI1Dation.

Your ad ain't here. Were is it?
Come on people, get with the program. Find a lover, sell a comic,
hire a new employee, or find an
employer. Advertise your student
organization. Write and post a
classified today. Any questions,
call Annette at 516-5175.

We need a

KD Grays Bar and Grill at Hanley and
Airport Rd. needs part-time servers
and bartenders. No experience necessary . Excellent pay. Call 521-5309 after 3 p.m.

Call

Monica, stop procrastinating!

~

•••••••••••••••

If you have never worn them before, you

PERSONALS

• • • •••• • •• • • • • •

. $10.00 per hr. Pf

Final hl, a

FREE T-SHIRT
+ $1000

FOR SALE/ RENT

Hours: 2:45 PM to 6: 15 PM Monday through Friday
7:45 AM to 12:15 PM SalUrday
Most part time emplo yees work: 20-25 hours each week within the above schedule during the
school year.
A work schedule can be developed with some flexibili ty to fit a part time employee's class
scbedule. Ho urs can be schedul ed in blocks Ula, cover mornings and the middle of the day.
The abiliiy to work additional hours during the summer months is desirable.

- - -- ----~:
:.-----------$25 FALL
SPECIAU
I~++

.

.uk

I

. :J'

II
I

•.~JL JL ~~'\
-

FIRST JUMP
1
COURSE . '
1

1

:

"EXPIRES SEPTEMBER 30

.

q .
~~( if

.~

Abilities: You mu sl be dependable and cooperative, present a neatly groomed appearance,
have a pleas:ll1~ positive personaiiiy and be comfortable in meeting the public. Your work
ethic musl include a desire to give 1(01)'0 and continually expand your knowledge. Your
math skill,. ! ·,cial skills and communication ski lls should be no less than average. Above
average is desirable.
If you possess the above attribuleS, you can readi ly be trained in the bankiog skillE required
.
for this position.
Pay: The starting rale of pay is $5.75 per hour .

Apply An application can be obtained al the Normandy Bank office in the Universiiy CeDler
on the UM-SI. Louis campus or al the Normandy Bank office at 7 151 Natural Bridge

SEVERAL PosmONS ARE AVAILABLE.
WE LOOK FORWARD TO MEETING YOU!!

Banli

I

I

LEARN TO SKYDIVE! :

1

ARCHWAY SKYDIVING CENTRE

1
VANDALIA, IL I

11-618-283-4978

1 DOES NOT APPLY TO GROUP RATES

J

1-800-344-4764 ~

~------- - ------- -------

,

-.1J/Jl1
e'~

"1lC-~

RECENTLY ENLARGED
Daily Specials For Lunch & Dinner
Monday Thru Saturday

Sandwiches * Pastas * Stir Fries
Pizza & Cocktails

381-3554
Walking distance from UMSL· 8418 Natural Bridge

BE A WINNER!
Register with

Career
Services ...
• On Campus Recruiting
• Job Skills Workshops
• Current Job Listings
• Career Research Library
. .. and more_ .
• Career Experience for
So phs and Juniors
• Student Employment

308 Woods Hall

516-5111

•
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Low Flat Rate - No Hidden Charges
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Netscape Navigator™
including Mail and News

Includes:
• Absolutely NO busy signals

. AII software, including Netscape,
at NO extra charge

A $39.95 Value

•

All 28.8 kbps Modems

Friendly tech support 7 days
a week ,

Primary Network has the ability to offer you the best connection. with its DS-3 bas~d high speeel
connection to the backbone of the internet. Primary also uses Ascend and Silicon Graphics product lines
which is the newest technology avaUableo Primary offers a true 28,8 kbps connection for your
analog modem with its digital Incoming lines that allows fOf'less noise and higher speed.

To

REACH US, CALL

314) 9 9 5·5755

,.

11756 Borman Dr., Suite 220
Phone: (314) 995-5755
Fax: (314) 995-5718

E-Mail: info@Omary.net
Web: h : www. .ma

